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The existence of solutions of a certain integro-differential equation, which
contains a small parameter, is studied. This equation describes the amplitude of a
disturbance of a boundary layer as a function of time. The present paper deals with
the case of a weakly unstable boundary-layer flow. In this case, the amplitude equa-
tion is shown to have solutions, which are defined for all times, if the parameter of
the equation is chosen sufficiently small. These solutions are determined uniquely
by their initial values and tend to a common limit as time goes to infinity.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The equation, which is analysed in the present paper, arises in the theory
of hydrodynamic stability. It is a generalization of the Landau equation
[1] and models the amplitude of a disturbance of a boundary layer as a
function of time. This equation was obtained by reducing a certain system
of nonstationary NavierStokes equations with the aid of an asymptotic
analysis of spatially periodic solutions [2]. For that purpose, the physical
parameters have been assumed to be close to the critical values of a
linearized stability theory. In addition, this analysis was based on the
hypothesis that the undisturbed boundary-layer flow be locally parallel,
which means that the (small) wall-normal component of this flow has been
neglected. It was then shown [2] that the amplitude of a temporally and
spatially periodic solution of the NavierStokes equations, which bifurcates
from the undisturbed boundary layer, is defined by a certain particular
solution of the generalized form of the Landau equation. This particular
solution was expected to be stable or unstable with respect to perturbations
depending on whether the bifurcation is supercritical or subcritical.
In order to formulate the amplitude equation, some notations are
necessary. First, the temporal amplification rate of a spatially periodic dis-
turbance of infinitesimal small size of a boundary layer is denoted by |.
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It can be determined from a linear stability theory and is assumed to be
sufficiently small. Further, the amplitude of a disturbance of small but finite
size is written as a function of the time t in the form = } - q(t), with a certain
parameter =>0, q(t)0 and q(t) being of order 1 as =  0+. It then follows
from [2] that = can be identified with - ||| and q(t) satisfies the equation
dq
dt
(t)=2=2q(t)($+ f [q](t)) (t>0), (1.1)
where $=\1 is identical with the sign of | and f [q] denotes a certain
functional of q. In addition, q(0)=q0 holds with some initial value q00
at time t=0.
The original form of the Landau equation is obtained from (1.1) by
setting f [q]=4 } q with 4 being a constant. It then models, for instance,
the temporal growth or decay of small disturbances in plane Poiseuille flow
[3]. A particular solution of the original equation is given by q(t)#&$4,
provided that 4{0 and $ and 4 have opposite signs. This solution is
stable with respect to perturbations if $=1 and 4<0 and unstable if
$=&1 and 4>0. It can be used to define the amplitude of a temporally
and spatially periodic solution of the NavierStokes equations, which
bifurcates from the undisturbed steady state [3, 4].
If the nonlinear development of disturbances of a boundary layer is
investigated, the functional f [q] takes a form, whose dependence on q
is much more involved:
f [q](t) :=|

0
u(z, t) } .0(z) dz+40 } q(t) (t>0) (1.2)
(see [2, 5]). The function u(z, t) is the solution of an inhomogeneous heat
equation,
\1R
2
z2
&

t+ u(z, t)=q(t) }
dg0
dz
(z) (z, t>0), (1.3)
satisfying the conditions
u(0, t)=0 (t>0), u(z, 0)=h0(z) (z>0). (1.4)
R>0 and 40 are given real numbers. Furthermore, the functions g0(z),
h0(z) and .0(z) are supposed to be defined on the half-line z0 with
g0(0)=h0(0)=0. In view of some applications [5], it is reasonable to assume
that these functions are sufficiently smooth and decaying sufficiently fast at
infinity. The precise assumptions are given in Section 3.
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Thus, the Landau equation has been extended to a coupled system of
differential equations (1.1), (1.3) for the unknowns q and u. Alternatively,
equation (1.1) can be interpreted as an integro-differential equation for q
by making use of an integral representation of the function u. Note that
=2 } u(z, t) describes the mean deformation of the undisturbed boundary
layer, with z being the spatial coordinate, which is directed normal to the
wall bounding the fluid [2, 5].
By setting formally q(t)#q* and (ut)(z, t)#0 in equations (1.1) and
(1.3) with some constant q*>0, it is found that u(z, t)#u*(z), where
u*(z) :=R } q* |
z
0
g0() d (z>0), (1.5)
if u(z, t) is required to be a bounded function. In addition, it follows from
equation (1.2) that f [q](t)#4 } q* , with
4 :=R |

0
|
z
0
g0() d } .0(z) dz+40 . (1.6)
Consequently, the constant is given by q*=&$4 provided that 4{0 and
$ and 4 have opposite signs.
Consider the case $=1 and 4<0, which describes a boundary-layer
flow which is unstable with respect to disturbances of infinitesimal small
size. In this case, the question arises if the particular solution q(t)#q* of
equation (1.1) is stable with respect to perturbations. It has recently been
shown [2] that if a solution q(t) of (1.1) exists for all t0 and tends to
some constant q as t   then q=q* holds regardless of the initial
value q0>0 at time t=0. Moreover, the limit function of u(z, t) for t  
is given by (1.5). However, this result leaves the main part of the question
open, namely if a solution of the initial-value problem can develop a
singularity at a finite time or if it exists for all times. An answer is provided
by the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let 4<0, 3>0 and 0<q0<3. Then there exists a
positive number =1 independent of q0 such that for every positive value of
==1 the initial-value problem
dq
dt
(t)=2=2q(t)(1+ f [q](t)) (t>0), q(0)=q0 (1.7)
has a continuously differentiable solution q(t), which is defined for all t0
and tends to q*=&14 as t  . This solution is determined uniquely, i.e.
every continuously differentiable solution q~ of (1.7) is a restriction of q.
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Since equation (1.1) was derived from a larger system of differential
equations by assuming that = is sufficiently small and q(t) is of order 1 as
=  0+ [2], the result of Theorem 1 can be regarded as optimal concerning
the ranges of values of = and q0 .
From the stability of the particular solution q(t)#q* of equation (1.1)
with respect to perturbations as is stated in Theorem 1, it can be concluded
that a temporally and spatially periodic solution of the NavierStokes
equations, which bifurcates from an undisturbed boundary layer, is stable
in a certain sense, provided that the bifurcation is of a supercritical type
(i.e., $=1 and 4<0). For details, see [4, 5]. However, the present analysis
could not be extended to the case of a ‘‘subcritical bifurcation’’ (for which
$=&1 and 4>0) in order to prove, for instance, the stability of the
trivial solution q(t)#0 with respect to perturbations, which are initially
less than q* . In particular, it could not be ruled out that a solution of (1.1)
exceeds the value of q* and then possibly grows further though having
started from an initial value less than q* . The reason for such an unexpected
behaviour of solutions could be that the validity of equation (1.1) is partly
restricted from a physical point of view, since the hypothesis of a locally
parallel boundary layer has been used in order to derive this equation [2].
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in several steps:
(i) Section 2 provides some estimates of the solution u(z, t) of
problem (1.3), (1.4) with emphasis on the asymptotic behaviour of u(z, t)
for large values of t. It is shown that the difference of this solution and its
limit function (1.5) for t   can be decomposed into three parts, where
the first one is proportional to q(t)&q* , the second one behaves like
1- t as t  , while the third one can be estimated by an expression of
the form
sup
t2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14
.
The estimate of this third part is a key element of the proof.
(ii) In order to analyse the initial-value problem (1.7), a transfor-
mation of variables is performed, x({)=1q(t), t={(2=2). The transformed
problem, which can be written in the form x=Ax, is solved in Section 3
by using the method of successive approximations. It is shown that this
problem has a solution in a certain neighbourhood D of the function
(1q0) e&{+(1q*)(1&e
&{) ({0), if = is chosen sufficiently small. In this
connection, the operator A: D  D satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1
and A2 is a contraction.
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(iii) The proof is completed in Section 4 by showing that the range
of positive values of =, for which the solution q(t) of problem (1.7) is
defined for all t0 and tends to q* as t  , does not vanish with the
initial value q0 .
2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
We begin with an investigation of the initial boundary value problem
(1.3), (1.4). It is assumed that q # C 1B ([0, )) and
g0 # C 1B ([0, )), g0(0)=0, |

0
z } | g0(z)| dz<, (2.1)
h0 # C 0B ([0, )), h0(0)=0, |

0
|h0(z)| dz<. (2.2)
Here C 0B ([0, )) and C
1
B ([0, )) denote the Banach spaces of all con-
tinuous or continuously differentiable functions q(t) (t # [0, )), for which
&q&B, 0 :=sup
t>0
|q(t)|< and &q&B, 1 :=max \supt>0 |q(t)|, supt>0 }
dq
dt
(t) }+<,
respectively.
The (generalized) solution u(z, t) of this problem can then be shown to
be continuous and bounded for all z, t0. In particular, it has been proved
([2], Lemma 5.1) that
|u(z, t)|R } sup
s<t
|q(s)| } |

0
| g0()| d+sup
>0
|h0()| (2.3)
for all z, t>0. Furthermore, the solution admits the representation u(z, t)=
u1(z, t)+u0(z, t), where u1(z, t) and u0(z, t) are given by
u1(z, t) :=&|
t
0
|

0
q(s)
dg0
dz
() } E(z, , t&s) d ds (z, t>0), (2.4)
u0(z, t) :=|

0
h0() } E(z, , t) d (z, t>0), (2.5)
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with
E(z, , t) :=
- R
2 - ?t _exp \&
R(z&)2
4t +&exp \&
R(z+)2
4t +& (z, , t>0)
(e.g., see [6]).
In order to determine its asymptotic behaviour for large values of t, the
solution u(z, t) of problem (1.3), (1.4) is compared with the function
/(z, t) :=R } q(t) |
z
0
g0() d (z, t>0), (2.6)
which satisfies the equations
1
R
2
z2
/(z, t)=q(t) }
dg0
dz
(z) (z, t>0), /(0, t)=0 (t>0).
The result is the following:
Lemma 1. Assume that the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are fulfilled. Then
there exist constants c0 , c1>0 independent of q such that
|u1(z, t)&/(z, t)|c1(1+z)\ 1- t } sups<t |q(s)|+ supt2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14 + , (2.7)
|u0(z, t)|
c0
- t
(2.8)
for all z, t>0.
Proof. First, we decompose the function u1(z, t) into
v(z, t) :=&q(t) |
t
0
|

0
dg0
dz
() } E(z, , t&s) d ds (z, t>0)
and w(z, t)=u1(z, t)&v(z, t). The function v(z, t) satisfies the estimate
|v(z, t)&/(z, t)|
R32
- ?t
|q(t)| \|

0
 } | g0()| d+z } |

0
| g0()| d+
for all z, t>0, which is an immediate consequence of inequalities (5.6) and
(5.7) in [5]. Further, using integration by parts and an interchange of the
integration order, we obtain
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w(z, t)
=|
t
0
|

0
(q(t)&q(s))
dg0
dz
() } E(z, , t&s) d ds
=&
R
2 - ? {|

0
g0() } _- R2 (z&) |
t
0
q(t)&q(s)
(t&s)32
} exp \&R(z&)
2
4(t&s) + ds& d
+|

0
g0() } _- R2 (z+) |
t
0
q(t)&q(s)
(t&s)32
} exp \&R(z+)
2
4(t&s) + ds& d=
for all z, t>0. With the abbreviation z~ =(- R2) |z&| or z~ =(- R2)(z+),
respectively, it is found that
z~ |
t2
0
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)32
} exp \& z~
2
t&s+ ds
2z~ } sup
s<t
|q(s)| } |
t2
0
ds
(t&s)32
(t>0),
z~ |
t
t2
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)32
} exp \& z~
2
t&s+ ds
- z~ } sup
t2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14
} |

0
exp(&_)
_34
d_ (t>0).
Hence, considering the conditions (2.1), we can also estimate the function
w(z, t). This proves inequality (2.7), while inequality (2.8) is obviously
based on (2.2). K
If it is assumed additionally that the function q(t) approaches a constant
value, say q0, as t   and that the functions g0 and h0 are decaying
sufficiently fast at infinity, e.g.,
g0(z)=O \ 1z}+ , h0(z)=O \
1
z}&1+ as z  
with some }>2, then it follows from ([2], Lemma 6.1) that the limit
lim
t  
1
1+z _u(z, t)&R } q |
z
0
g0() d&=0
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holds uniformly with respect to z0. Consequently, we then have the
result that the limit
lim
t  
1
1+z
[u(z, t)&/(z, t)]=0 (2.9)
holds uniformly with respect to z0.
The estimates of the solution u(z, t) of the inhomogeneous heat equation
can be extended immediately to estimates of the functional b[q] :=
f [q]&4 } q, where f [q] and 4 are defined by (1.2) and (1.6), respectively.
This functional admits the representation
b[q](t)=|

0
[u(z, t)&/(z, t)] } .0(z) dz (t>0), (2.10)
with /(z, t) given by (2.6).
The function .0 is supposed to satisfy the conditions
.0 # C 0B ([0, )), |

0
z } |.0(z)| dz<. (2.11)
Using inequality (2.3) and Lemma 1, we then obtain the following result:
Lemma 2. Assume that the conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.11) are fulfilled.
Then there exist constants ;0 , ;1>0 and #0 , #1>0 independent of q such
that
|b[q](t)| ;1 } sup
s<t
|q(s)|+;0 , (2.12)
|b[q](t)|#1 \ 1- t } sups<t |q(s)|+ supt2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14 ++
#0
- t
(2.13)
for all t>0. If h0(z)#0 then these estimates hold with ;0=#0=0.
Furthermore, if the limit (2.9) exists uniformly with respect to z0, then
we conclude
lim
t  
b[q](t)=0. (2.14)
3. THE TRANSFORMED EQUATION
In the following it is assumed that the functions g0 , h0 and .0 satisfy the
conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.11), respectively, and that g0 and h0 are
decaying sufficiently fast at infinity.
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Before solutions of the initial-value problem (1.7) are sought which are
defined for all t0, let us first formulate a result concerning the local exist-
ence and uniqueness of solutions. The following theorem has been proved
([2], Theorem 6.1):
Theorem 2. Let 3>0 and 0q0<3. Then equation (1.1) has a unique
continuously differentiable solution q(t), which satisfies q(0)=q0 . In addition,
there exists a positive number T independent of q0 such that this solution is
(at least) defined for all t # [0, T ].
In a next step, a transformation of variables is performed: By using the
identity f [q]=b[q]&qq* and making the substitution
x({)=
1
q(t)
, t=
{
2=2
, (3.1)
problem (1.7) is transformed into
dx
d{
({)=
1
q*
&\1+b[1x] \ {2=2++ x({) ({>0), x(0)=
1
q0
. (3.2)
Here it is supposed that q0>0. If q0=0 then the solution of (1.7) is given
by q(t)#0. According to Theorem 2, a continuously differentiable solution
q(t) (t # [0, t1]) of problem (1.7) with some t1>0 is determined uniquely
and, therefore, it always satisfies q(t)>0 provided that q0>0. Hence, the
reciprocal value of q(t) in (3.1) is well-defined. Moreover, a continuously
differentiable solution x({) ({ # [0, {1]) of the transformed problem (3.2)
with some {1>0 is determined uniquely and positive.
In order to prove the existence of a solution x({) of the initial-value
problem (3.2) for all {0, we consider the equation
x({)=Ax({) ({0), (3.3)
where
Ax({) :=a({)&|
{
0
e&({&_)b[1x] \ _2=2+ } x(_) d_ ({0) (3.4)
and
a({) :=
1
q0
e&{+
1
q*
(1&e&{) ({0). (3.5)
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This equation is equivalent to problem (3.2): Suppose that x({) ({0) is
a continuous and positive function, for which b[1x]({(2=2)) is continuous
for all {0. Then y({) :=Ax({) ({0) is a continuously differentiable
function satisfying
dy
d{
({)=
1
q*
&y({)&b[1x] \ {2=2+ } x({) ({>0), y(0)=
1
q0
. (3.6)
If, in addition, x({) ({0) satisfies equation (3.3), then it is a continuously
differentiable solution of the initial-value problem (3.2), and vice versa.
The idea is to solve equation (3.3) by using Lemma 2 and the method
of successive approximations.
We first observe that a({) is a monotonic function satisfying
a0 := inf
{>0
a({)=min \ 1q0 ,
1
q*+ ,
(3.7)
a1 :=sup
{>0
a({)=max \ 1q0 ,
1
q*+ .
Let :0 , :1 be positive real numbers, with :0<a0 . Then we define
D :={x # C 1B ([0, )) | &x&a&B, 0:0 , "dxd{ "B, 0:1 , lim{   x({)=
1
q*= ,
which is a closed subset of the Banach space C 1B ([0, )).
Some properties of functions x # D are treated in the following two
lemmas:
Lemma 3. Let x # D and q(t)=1x({), {=2=2t. Then the inequalities
0<a0&:0|x({)|a1+:0 , }x({)& 1q* }a1+:0 (3.8)
hold for all {>0, and
sup
s<t
|q(s)|
1
a0&:0
, sup
t2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14

214 =12
a0&:0
} max \2, :1a0&:0+
(3.9)
for all t>0.
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Proof. Inequalities (3.8) and the first inequality in (3.9) are obvious. In
order to prove the second inequality in (3.9), its left-hand side is written in
the form
sup
t2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14
=214=12 sup
{2<_<{
} 1x({)&
1
x(_) }
({&_)14
.
Further, we obtain
} 1x({)&
1
x(_) }
({&_)14
{ }
1
x({)
&
1
x(_) }
1
|x({)| |x(_)|
}
|x({)&x(_)|
{&_
if {&_1,
if 0<{&_<1.
The estimate in (3.9) then follows from (3.8) and the Mean-Value
Theorem. K
Lemma 4. Let x, x~ # D and q(t)=1x({), q~ (t)=1x~ ({), {=2=2t. Further,
let r :=q&q~ . Then the inequalities
sup
s<t
|r(s)|
\0
(a0&:0)2
, (3.10)
sup
t2<s<t
|r(t)&r(s)|
(t&s)14

214=12
(a0&:0)2
} max \4\0 , 2:1a0&:0 \0+\1+ (3.11)
hold for all t>0, where \0 :=&x&x~ &B, 0 and \1 :=&dxd{&dx~ d{&B, 0 .
Proof. Starting from the identities
r(s)= &
x(_)&x~ (_)
x(_) x~ (_)
,
r(t)&r(s)=(x({)&x~ ({)) \ x({)&x(_)x({) x~ ({) x(_)+
x~ ({)&x~ (_)
x~ ({) x(_) x~ (_)+
&
(x({)&x~ ({))&(x(_)&x~ (_))
x(_) x~ (_)
,
with _=2=2s, one can proceed similar as in the proof of Lemma 3. We
omit the details. K
Next, we set :0 :=a0 2 and :1 :=(a1+a0 2)(1+;1(2a0)+;0) and
obtain the following result:
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Lemma 5. Let 3>0, 0<<3 and <q0<3. Then there exists a
positive number =2 independent of q0 such that for every positive value of
==2 the initial-value problem (3.2) has a continuously differentiable solution
x({), which is defined for all {0 and tends to 1q* as {  .
Proof. In the first part of the proof, it is shown that y({) :=Ax({)
({0) is element of D if x # D:
Let x # D. Then q(t) is continuous and bounded for all t0. In addition,
the solution u(z, t) of (1.3), (1.4) is continuous and bounded for all z, t0
because of estimate (2.3). Therefore, integral (2.10) converges uniformly with
respect to t0 and b[q](t) (t0) is a continuous function. Consequently,
y({) ({0) is a continuously differentiable function satisfying (3.6).
Further, it follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 that there exist constants
;, #>0 independent of x and = such that
}b[1x] \ {2=2+ }{
;
#=12
for all {>0,
for all {>=.
(3.12)
Therefore, there exist constants *, +>0 such that | y({)&a({)|*= ({=)
and | y({)&a({)| +=12 ({>=). We conclude that | y({)&a({)| is bounded
by :0=a0 2 for all {0, if = is chosen sufficiently small.
Moreover, estimate (2.12) can be used in order to obtain a bound for the
derivative of y in (3.6):
}dyd{ ({) }\a1+
a0
2 +\1+;1
2
a0
+;0+=:1 ({>0).
Finally, we show that y({)  1q* as {  : Since x({)  1q* as
{  , it holds that b[1x]({(2=2))  0 as {   in accordance with
(2.14). That means that for every ’>0 there exists a {1>0 such that
|b[1x]({(2=2)) } x({)|<’2 for all {>{1 . From equation (3.6) then
follows that
dy
d{
({)&
’
2
<0 if y({)&
1
q*
’
and
dy
d{
({)
’
2
>0 if y({)&
1
q*
&’.
Consequently, there is a {2{1 such that | y({)&1q*|<’ for all {>{2 ,
i.e. y({)  1q* as {  . Thus, we have proved that y # D.
In the second part of the proof, it is shown that the operator A: D  D
satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1 and that A2 is a contraction:
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Let x, x~ # D. Let u(z, t) be the solution of problem (1.3), (1.4), and u~ (z, t)
the solution of the same problem but with q(t) replaced by q~ (t). Then u&u~
is the solution of problem (1.3), (1.4), with q replaced by q&q~ and
h0(z)#0. It follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 that there exist constants
;$, #$>0 independent of x, x~ and = such that
}b[1x] \ {2=2+&b[1x~ ] \
{
2=2+ }
{ ;$\0#$=12 max(\0 , \1)
for all {>0,
for all {>=,
(3.13)
where \0 :=&x&x~ &B, 0 and \1 :=&dxd{&dx~ d{&B, 0 .
Further, let y :=Ax and y~ :=Ax~ . Because of inequalities (3.12) and
(3.13), there exist constants *0 , +0>0 such that
| y({)&y~ ({)||
{
0
e&({&_) } b[1x] \ _2=2+ } } |x(_)&x~ (_)| d_
+|
{
0
e&({&_) } b[1x] \ _2=2+&b[1x~ ] \
_
2=2+ } } |x~ (_)| d_
*0 \0 for all {>0
and
| y({)&y~ ({)|{ *0=\0+0=12 max(\0 , \1)
for all {=,
for all {>=.
In addition, there exists a constant *1>0 such that
}dyd{ ({)&
dy~
d{
({) }*1 \0 for all {>0.
This estimate can be obtained from (3.12) and (3.13) by making use of the
representation (3.6) for the derivatives of y and y~ .
Thus, we have proved that
&Ax&Ax~ &B, 1L &x&x~ &B, 0L &x&x~ &B, 1 (x, x~ # D)
and
&A2x&A2x~ &B, 1L &Ax&Ax~ &B, 0M(=) &x&x~ &B, 1 (x, x~ # D),
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where L :=max(*0 , *1) and M(=) :=L } =12 max(*0 , +0) (0<=1) so that
M(=)<1 for = sufficiently small. In other words, the operator A: D  D
satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1, with L being the Lipschitz constant,
and A2 is a contraction, if = is chosen sufficiently small. It is a well-known
result [7] that equation (3.3) then has a unique solution x # D and the
sequence of successive approximations xk :=Akx0 (k=1, 2, ...) converges to
this solution for all x0 # D. K
4. SMALL INITIAL VALUES
It follows from Lemma 5 that for every q0>0 the initial-value problem
(1.7) has a continuously differentiable solution q(t), which is defined for
all t0 and tends to q* as t  , if = is chosen sufficiently small. In the
following, it is shown that the range of positive values of =, for which the
solution exists for all t0 and approaches q* as t  , does not vanish if
q0  0+.
Let 0<q0q*2. In order to determine and continue the solution of
problem (1.7), Theorem 2 is applied. It is found that this solution is defined
and satisfies 0<q(t)q* 2 for all t0, or there exists a t0>0 such that
q(t0)>q* 2. In the latter case, q(t0) can be conceived as an initial value at
t=t0 and, hence, the solution can be continued to all tt0 according to
Lemma 5. Moreover, in this case, the solution tends to q* as t  .
On the contrary, there is no solution satisfying 0<q(t)q*2 for all t0:
Lemma 6. Let 0<q0q*2. Then there exists a positive number =3 inde-
pendent of q0 such that for every positive value of ==3 the initial-value
problem (1.7) has a continuously differentiable solution q(t), which is defined
for all t0 and tends to q* as t  .
Proof. By making the substitution Q({)=q(t), t={(2=2), problem (1.7)
is transformed into
dQ
d{
({)=Q({) \1&Q({)q* +b[Q] \
{
2=2++ ({>0), Q(0)=q0 . (4.1)
Assume that 0<Q({)q*2 for all {0. We then obtain |(dQd{)({)|
(q* 2)(1+;1(q*2)+;0) ({>0) from (2.12). Furthermore, the estimate
sup
t2<s<t
|q(t)&q(s)|
(t&s)14
214=12 max \2 } sup{>0 |Q({)|, sup{>0 }
dQ
d{
({) }+
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holds for all t>0. It follows from inequality (2.13) that there exists a constant
1>0 independent of q0 and = such that |b[Q]({(2=2))|1=12 ({1).
Therefore, equation (4.1) yields
dQ
d{
({)Q({) \12&1=12+>0
for all {1, if = is chosen sufficiently small. Consequently, Q({) ({1) is a
strictly increasing and bounded function, which tends to a certain limit
value, say Q , as {  , where 0<Qq* 2. Since then b[Q]({(2=
2))  0
as {   because of (2.14), we conclude from equation (4.1) that (dQd{)({)
tends to Q(1&Q q*)>0 as {  , which is a contradiction. K
Theorem 1 now is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6
and the uniqueness of the solution.
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